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ABSTRACT

Traditional image capture devices for historical documents such as scanners or specialized cameras are not very portable and could be expensive. In many instances such devices require specialized software and people to make them function correctly.

In this paper we present Gapp, a genealogy application for the Google Glass framework. Gapp comes as an alternative to traditional image capture devices. Our application is designed to capture text images specifically of printed text.

Our application also allows capturing pictures on voice command and automatically uploading the picture onto a server. The server side application consists of a program that uploads the image from the device and runs the image through an OCR engine. The results of the engine then get displayed on a website that the user can access later and where the images taken will be automatically indexed, thus making the text in the images searchable.

By allowing pictures taken on voice command through Google Glass, we liberate the user from using other equipment or people that would be required for the taking of the pictures otherwise. The device also makes image preserving of text documents more portable and simpler than regular cameras.

Although, we experienced some issues with the low camera resolution and other issues due to the prototyping stage of the device, our initial results are encouraging and lay a foundation towards future similar applications that could be built for the Google Glass framework. In this paper we describe our application, results as well as drawbacks and issues of our system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the advances of mobile computing and smaller processors, there is a new field of devices known as wearable computing devices. One recent development and release of one of such devices is the popularly acclaimed Google Glass or simply Glass which is a device composed of a CPU, camera, microphone and display in the form of regular glasses.

In this paper we introduce a new application for the Google Glass platform that allows a user to capture, index and store text images on voice command for later use. To our knowledge this is the first time an application used for genealogy purposes has been developed for the Glass framework. Although there has been some ideas for data acquisition for genealogy purposes such as in [4] [5] [6]. However, these methods usually address a much more specific problem such as capturing only headstones as in [4], or capturing documents with a mounted DSLR camera which requires many resources and is less ubiquitous such in [5] [6].

In this paper we describe our prototype, its features and drawbacks. We also discuss future features that would make the application the ultimate application for data acquisition.

2. BACKGROUND

Glass is a wearable computer that takes the form of regular glasses and is worn in the same way. Glass is composed of a small head mounted camera, a high definition display, a microphone and headphone as seen in Figure 1.

Although Google has not released any specific details on the type of the processor used in Glass yet, it is believed that Glass runs on a processor similar to the dual-core OMAP 4430 with 1GB of RAM [1] and 16 GB of storage [2].

Glass, among other things is capable of recording videos and taking 5MB pictures through its mounted camera. Also, the android operating system (GDK) in Glass allows access
to an interface voice commands. Glass also allows connectivity to the internet through Wi-Fi and has pre-installed applications such as email, maps, navigation and Facebook. Google recently released an explorer edition of Glass for developers by invitation only to work on applications for the Glass.

Our application is a program that runs in the Glass OS Android system and allows the user to take a picture on voice command. We make use of two main components in the Glass Development Kit (GDK), timeline cards and voice commands.

2.1 Timeline Cards
In GDK terms, the timeline is the sequences of static or live cards that get displayed in the order they occur or on user demand.

We can think of each card as an application or glassware executed on the device. Figure 2 shows the timeline cards of a typical Glass device.

2.2 Voice Commands
There are three main ways to input commands into Glass such as with voice commands, touch gestures and head gestures. Our application is designed mainly to take input through voice commands, although the program can also get executed in the timeline through touch gestures.

3. OUR APPLICATION
To start the application the user is prompted first to the home card in the timeline. We do this by tapping the side of the Glass device which creates the event that takes us to the home card as seen in Figure 2.

Here we can see the current time of the system as well as the phrase “ok glass” which is the voice command for the contextual menu for executing the applications or glassware currently installed to work with the voice command interface.

Once in the home timeline card, we activate the context menu of applications currently installed with the “ok glass” voice command. By prompting this command we can see all the glassware that accepts voice commands currently in the device. A list of such applications currently installed in our testing device can be seen in Figure 3.

The user then can access the Gapp application by saying: “record document” whereupon the device will take a picture of the current view of the camera.

After the picture is taken, the image is saved in the Glass device and is automatically uploaded to a server where it will also be saved and processed.

The source code for this part of our application is made available as an open source project at: https://github.com/olivernina/gapp

3.1 Server Side Application
The server side application consists of a program that stores an image initiated by an upload Glass event. The upload time of each image to the server application is seemingly small (seconds) when connected through a Wi-Fi connection.

After the consuming of the event, the server application will initiate the Optical Character Recognition (OCR) process performed by the Tesseract [3] OCR engine which is an open source engine.

Finally, the results of the OCR engine together with the image are displayed on our web application as seen in Figure 4.

4. RESULTS
As we can see in Figure 5 we captured a page on a high school yearbook with Glass (faces and full names have been removed for privacy purposes). The captured image gets uploaded to the server application and gets indexed automatically.

The results of indexing the text in Figure 5 can be seen in Figure 4. Here, the name was correctly indexed and also the main phrase in the document. There were also false positives (represented by x) and false negatives such as the last three lines of text. The results of the OCR engine in the previous example is: “xx[Full Name]xx...xx There is a silence, barn of love, that expresses ever-.”

5. ISSUES AND DRAWBACKS
As with any prototype application we have encountered certain issues with the Glass device and our application that makes our application a work in progress.

One of the main issues we encountered with the device is the low resolution of the camera that is not suitable for small text as seen in Figure 6. Hence the best test cases for our application are those where large text is present.
Although, at the current stage of the Glass device, it is hard to correctly capture and indexed small text in the document, however, we expect that the camera resolution will improve in subsequent releases of the device which will allow sharper images and better OCR results.

Even in the cases where OCR fails due to the quality of the image, in many cases the images are still readable and are still saved and preserved with our application.

Other issues are for instance, no shaking stabilizer software for the device, so it is expected that the user does not move the device much to obtain a clear picture.

It is also important to note that the angle of view of the mounted camera does not negatively affect the system results in most cases. This is because the angle of view of the user’s eyes usually coincide with that of the Glass camera. This indicates that if the user can read the text, then the text is at a good capture angle and can also be read by the system.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we present an application for the Google Glass device. Our application allows us to capture images on voice command, store and automatically index typewritten text images on a server where they are stored and can be accessed and queried at a later time.

Despite the issues we faced with low camera resolution, our initial experiments show promising results for future releases of Glass to capture and preserve text images while indexing them at the same time.

7. FUTURE WORK

Although Glass is still in prototype stage, we expect that it will improve its capabilities such as camera resolution in the near future.

Based on the future upgrades to Glass, we can also add more features to our application such as text detection that could allow us to detect the text and focus the camera based on the text present on the image thus aiding the OCR engine.

Our system could be easily extended to android phones whose cameras are more advanced than Glass. Since the OS is the same, most functionality and code would work in similar way for phones and we can still take the advantages of portability with smart phones.

Also the ultimate recording application could use the same framework but instead of taking pictures it would record a video which is basically taking multiple pictures at a certain speed or frame rate. Thus such application could resemble
a device with photographic memory which memorizes all images passed through the device to later be stored and indexed.
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